
Superhero Boys 
 

Coaches:  A BOYS ONLY class for ages 4-5 years old! We know young boys are active, energetic and curious, so we've 

designed a class especially for them! The class will introduce basic gymnastics conditioning and skills, such as forward 
roll and handstand, but will also incorporate interactive obstacle courses into every class! Imagination runs high in this 
class as students fly like superman and climb like Spiderman! Every registration includes a Superhero Training t-shirt! 
 

Focus:  Following direction, waiting for turns on a carpet square until their name is called as well as overall 

improvement of balance, coordination and body awareness.  Listening!  Learning!  Fun! 
 

Skills to learn:  As a coach, please use the following as a guideline.  These skills are suggestions; however, all Tumble 

Bears should be working on or accomplishing them at their own pace. 
 

Tumble Track: 

- Jumping with feet together 
- Jumps (straight, tuck, straddle, split, backwards, sideways, ski, & running) 
- Jump, jump, turn around and freeze (straight jump, straight jump, ½ turn then freeze.) 
- Forward Rolls 
- Donkey kicks 
- Backward roll to bug 

Trampoline: 

- Jumping with feet together 
- Seat drops 
- Jumps (straight, tuck, straddle, split) 
- Donkey kicks 

Bars: 

- Hanging onto a bar by themselves 
- Walking hands sideways 
- Toes to bar 
- Chin up 
- Holding front support 
- Jump to front support (with straight arms) 
- Pike hold, tuck hold 
- Scoop hold on rings 
- Chin up, toes up to the sky, wiggle toes (pre-cursor to pull over) 
- Pull over with spot 
- Forward roll (belly roll) 
- Swinging freely on the bar 
- Bear walk on Parallel bars 

Floor: 

- Forward roll down cheese mat and on the floor 
- Forward roll to pike down cheese mat 
- Straddle roll down cheese 
- Backward roll down cheese mat 
- Hands on floor, walk feet up a mat into a handstand (no head on floor) 
- Handstand attempts (emphasize straight arms) 
- Hands down, jump feet around (cartwheel drills) 
- Lunge, touch fingers on the ground, stand up 
- Jumping off an elevated surface  
- Jumps to stick and finish 
- Bug hold 


